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Since the heady days of pioneering temporal optical soliton research [1–3], pulse propagation equations have 
been almost exclusively of the nonlinear Schrödinger form.  These parabolic models are derived from Maxwell’s 
equations through a careful handling of the linear dispersion operator, and invoking the near-universal slowly-
varying envelope approximation (SVEA).  A more general approach to pulse evolution, and hence a potentially 
more accurate one, may clearly be adopted by seeing what progress can be made when the SVEA is relaxed.  
When one does so, the governing equation is of the Helmholtz (elliptic or hyperbolic) type.  While the precedent 
of using these more sophisticated models was set in the late 1970s [4], they appear to have received relatively 
little subsequent attention in the literature.  A notable exception is the recent paper by Biancalana and Creatore 
[5], giving Helmholtz-type pulse models a new physical context in the guise of spatial dispersion. 
Here, we take the first steps toward redressing this imbalance by presenting a compact description of 
Helmholtz optical pulse evolution in waveguides.  An overview of our most recent research into universal 
nonlinearities will be given; classic models of greatest relevance in waveguide optics include Kerr [1–3,6], 
cubic-quintic [7] and saturable [8].  Physical and mathematical self-consistency demand one pays careful 
attention to the intrinsic frame-of-reference character of the propagation problem.  Exact analytical solitons will 
be reported, derived using known Helmholtz spatial solutions [9,10] as a starting point.  Extensive computations 
also confirm the status of the new temporal solitons as robusts attractors (see Fig. 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1 Self-reshaping oscillations of perturbed soliton pulses (horizontal bars denote asymptotic theoretical predictions). 
 
One of the most intriguing results to emerge from our analyses is a formal correspondence between 
Helmholtz-type governing equations and Einstein’s special theory of relativity.  This connection is manifest 
through geometric (space-time) transformation laws that are reminiscent of the familiar Lorentz transformation.  
It also appears in the velocity combination rule, which bears striking resemblance to that in relativistic 
kinematics.  These key properties are tightly connected to the structure of the linear wave operator, being 
independent of both the system nonlinearity and the particular solutions under consideration (e.g., continuous 
waves or solitons).  Interestingly, conventional pulse theory [1–4,7,8] is recovered from the Helmholtz 
formalism in a manner akin to the ‘low speed’ emergence of Newtonian mechanics from special relativity. 
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